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Multistakeholder Partnerships for the SDGs:
Actors’ Views on UNMetagovernance

Marianne Beisheim andNils Simon

In the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the United Nations as-
signed an important role tomultistakeholder partnerships for implementing
the Sustainable Development Goals. Since partnerships show amixed suc-
cess record, this article analyzes whether relevant actors in the UN context
are inclined to translate lessons learned and the increased knowledge about
partnerships’ conditions for success into an improved “UNmetagovernance.”
Criticizing the current institutional setup, most of the interviewed actors
proposed that partnerships should bemetagovernedby theUN through sys-
temwide principles, rules, and procedures. There is, however, little consensus
as to how that should be done. Drawing on assumptions from the literature
and extensive empirical research, the article identifies patterns in actors’ per-
spectives on the issue.KEYWORDS: multistakeholder partnerships, Sustainable
DevelopmentGoals, governance.

THE 2030AGENDA FOR SUSTAINABLEDEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHES THE SEVENTEEN

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and calls for multistakeholder partner-

ships (MSPs) “that mobilize and share knowledge, expertise, technology and

financial resources” to support the achievement of the SDGs “in all countries,

in particular developing countries” (SDG 17.16). In that context, UNmember

states agreed to “encourage and promote e ective public, public-private and

civil society partnerships, building on the experience and resourcing strategies of

partnerships” (SDG 17.17).

We define multistakeholder partnerships as institutionalized interactions

betweenpublic andprivate actors,which aimat the provision of collective goods.1

In thepast,MSPswere sometimeshailed as a silver bullet for promoting the imple-

mentation of international goals. Yet despite placingMSPs high on the agenda at

the 2002World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg

and repeatedly thereafter, the UN did not systematically assess under what condi-

tions its previousMSPs actually contributed to sustainable development.2Rather,

we have seen mainly the overall promotion of the concept and showcasing of

success stories.3 is is problematic in light of research revealing a mixed record

of MSPs’e ectiveness in the past.4

is article presents our research on the perspectives of actors dealing with

MSPs for sustainable development in a UN context. After asking the relevant

actors about their experiences and any lessons learned, we investigate their
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proposals on how theUN should handleMSPs in the future.We analyze their sug-

gestions for what we call the UN’smetagovernance for MSPs; that is, principles,

rules, and institutions that guide partnerships’ conduct.

First, we revisit the academic literature that guided our empirical research.

en, we present our findings.We outline the UN institutions with responsibility

overMSPs and discuss recent reform attempts in the context of the 2030Agenda,

highlighting the perspectives of various stakeholders. Finally, we discuss our

results.We found that most stakeholders proposed stronger UNmetagovernance,

yet there was no consensus regarding the form and content.While some asked

for a leading role of the UN, the majority took a more cautious approach, and yet

others did not approve of a stronger UN involvement. In general, we found that

attempts to improve the UN’s metagovernance for partnerships were challenged

by ideological controversies and turf battles as well as budgetary restraints.

Analytical Framework andMethods
While our study follows an inductive approach, our analysis of actors’ perspec-

tives is informed by propositions from the literature on: (1) reasons for partnering;

(2) the e ectiveness and legitimacy ofMSPs; and (3) the role of metagovernance

and typical problems of UN reform.

e UN General Assembly’s resolution Towards Global Partnerships of

2015 outlines partnerships as “voluntary and collaborative relationships between

various parties, both public and non-public, in which all participants agree to

work together to achieve a common purpose or undertake a specific task and, as

mutually agreed, to share risks and responsibilities, resources and benefits.”5 is

already points at reasons for international organizations to partner with nonstate

actors. Rationalist arguments highlight the need for accessing either material

resources, such as funds or technology, or immaterial resources, such as knowl-

edge or legitimacy. e core idea is to build a win-win situation where public

and private partners pool their resources and competencies to achieve common

aims.Another reason to partner is to extend the legitimacy of theUNby including

nonstate stakeholders. Partneringwith nonstate actors, however, comeswith chal-

lenges and side e ects.6 Some researchers caution that engaging inMSPs may

indeed help international organizations to achieve their mandate, but it can also

shift them in a direction not wanted by their constituents: “Openness toward and

cooperation with private actors hold the promise of strengthening the resource

base and enhancing the legitimacy of UN agencies. e other side of the coin is

that they run the risk of pursuing the agenda of private actors rather than that of

their member states.”7Amore fundamental critique seesMSPs as a neoliberal

policy instrument that merely advances the interests of private business or aims at

“bluewashing” (enhancing a company’s reputation by using the UN logo).8Other

authors point out a range of risks and negative side e ects of strong private sec-

tor involvement. ese include increasing fragmentation of global governance,
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“market multilateralism,” and the redesigning of public policies according to pri-

vate interests rather than public needs.9MSPs have also been seen as exemplary

of wider changes in the UN development system and criticized as contributing

to a shift toward noncore and unpredictable earmarked contributions, aiming at

short-term output instead of structural transformations.10

Hence, we would expect that:

Proposition 1:Actors’views on the future UNmetagovernance will be influ-

enced by their normative assessment of partnerships and the respective nonstate

partners, and by the functional value they attach to partners’ resources.

Research on MSPs’ e ectiveness reveals mixed results. Philipp Pattberg et al.

found evidence ofwidespread failure ofMSPs to perform as initially planned.11A

recent study supports the view that MSPs have been “ad hoc, voluntary in nature

and not always aligned to government’s own e orts.”12 Marianne Beisheim,

AndreaLiese, and their research team investigated the e ectiveness of twenty-one

MSPs in diverse issue areas such as health, water and sanitation, food, sustainable

energy, and social rights.13 ey found that MSPs can successfully deliver gov-

ernance services under certain conditions, such as a fit-for-purpose institutional

design and good process management. In line with that, the broader literature

identifies a range of relevant success factors for MSPs.14

e 2030Agenda advocates to leave no one behind. Most partnerships, how-

ever, have been implemented in high- and middle-income countries rather than

Least Developed Countries.15 In fragile contexts, MSPs struggle to achieve a

broad and long-term impact. Research shows that it is the “best fit” between

project design and the specific conditions in these areas that matters most for

project success.16Many projects tend to be unsustainable once funding has ended,

or they fail to be successfully replicated or scaled up in other areas.17Hence, the

literature points out general limits of the partnership approach in such contexts.18

Taken together, we would expect that:

Proposition 2:Actors’ views on the future UN metagovernance of MSPs

will be based on their assessment of the past and potential future e ectiveness

of MSPs, considering also relevant success conditions, especially for MSPs in

fragile contexts.

Last but not least, this article focuses on actors’perspectives on theUN’smetagov-

ernance for MSPs. We see MSPs’ work as a part of the endeavors to provide

transnational governance.19 Accordingly, metagovernance is defined as the

“reflexive coordination and organization of the framework conditions under

whichgovernance [here throughMSPs] takesplace,”20or simply as the “organiza-

tion of self-organization.”21Building on this, we conceptualize metagovernance

as principles, rules, and institutions intended to guideMSPs’e orts to provide

governance in the area of sustainable development.22 Such metagovernance may

comprise e orts to better coordinate and strengthen a mix of diverse, otherwise
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fragmented, or weak governance e orts.23Metagovernance could be embed-

ded in forms of orchestration;24 that is, when an orchestrating entity (e.g., the

UN) a ords intermediary actors (e.g., MSPs) material and ideational support to

provide target actors with governance services.

We propose that metagovernance that builds on and institutionalizes lessons

learnedwill render partnerships’work more e ective. In a best-case scenario,

metagovernance could help push governance actors toward output, outcome,

and impact, pursuing transformative action.We, however, “know little about the

dynamics of meta-governance, or about the relationship between governance

and meta-governance.”25Hence, we seek to better understand how actors assess

causal links between metagovernance and partnerships’ performance. We are

particularly interested in higher-order rules or metastandards that deal with the

institutional design (i.e., structures and procedures) or the substance of MSPs

and their work. Metagovernance activities could, for example, influence how

partnerships produce their output and what kind of output they create.

In our research, we distinguish between enabling and ensuring measures

of metagovernance. Enablingmeasures refer to those that support and promote

the founding and operating of MSPs, including material support that strengthens

operational capacities and ideational support such as legitimizing or endorsing

activities. Ensuring measures aim at e ective oversight of MSPs’conduct and

validation of achievements; for example, by establishing formalized and binding

rules of conduct, by reviewing performance, and by sanctioning noncompliance.

Measures could also advise howMSPs should monitor their activities, thereby

in turn enabling them to recognize problems and to learn and adapt accordingly.

Correspondingly, metagovernance may be seen as a “reflexive and responsive

process” through which “actors aim to combine, facilitate, shape and direct par-

ticular forms of governance in accordance with specific rules, procedures and

standards.”26

In general, we suppose that both public and private authorities can act as

metagovernors.27 Establishing UN metagovernance often requires a mandate

by member states and its implementation by the UN’s administrative bodies. In

this context, politics matters. Member states are known to be reluctant to make

decisions with budgetary implications and may expect secretariats to implement

decisions with no increase or just a minimal one in the administrative budget.

While secretariats are created by and dependent onmember states, they neverthe-

less have room to interpret their mandate.28 ey have to deal with overlapping

mandates or conflicts with other organizations that may have divergent positions

and interests. e UN Secretariat can be expected to have a stronger interest

in a central supervising role, whereas the secretariats of other UN entities may

prefer retaining their autonomy. Positional di erences can lead to competitive

relationships and turf battles, or to a division of labor among the involved enti-

ties.29

Hence, we would expect that:
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Proposition 3: Actors’ views on the institutional design of a future UN

metagovernance will be influenced by their position within the UN system and

by domain interests.

In terms of methods, we applied a triangular approach.We conducted an analysis

of relevant documents, reports, policy papers, and summaries of meetings issued

inter alia by theUNand its agencies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and

others.We undertook participatory observation at the 2012 Rio+20 Partnership

Forum, the negotiations on the SDGs and 2030Agenda, the High-Level Political

Forum on Sustainable Development (HLPF) in 2014–2016, the 2016 HLPF Part-

nership Exchange, and the 2016 UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)

Partnership Forum as well as two Expert GroupMeetings (EGMs) in 2016.With

a series of thirty-eight in-depth interviews since 2014with partnership specialists

and practitioners fromdi erent organizationswithin theUN system, civil society,

the business sector, academia, and fromMSPs themselves, we gained a nuanced

picture of these actors’ perspectives on lessons learned and options for metagov-

ernance. However, since most of our interview partners indicated that they could

not provide us with an o cial position and since for all internal meetings the

ChathamHouse Rule applied, we are not able to attribute statements.

UNMetagovernance forMultistakeholder Partnerships
e GeneralAssembly is the UN’s principal decision-making body. Since 2000,

it has passed nine resolutions called Towards Global Partnerships that provide

broad principles about how to deal with MSPs throughout the UN system. ey

request the UN Secretary-General to regularly report on progress with imple-

menting MSPs. e 2013 and 2015 resolutions put an emphasis on transparency,

asking to “disclose the partners, contributions andmatching funds for all relevant

MSPs, including at the country level.”30Our interview partners with a govern-

mental background saw the Assembly as a well-positioned body to establish

overarching principles, yet so far there seems to be little political will to develop

detailed guidelines. In November 2017, theAssembly decided to defer the reso-

lution to 2018 when member states will also discuss Secretary-GeneralAntónio

Guterres’s broader reform proposals for the UN development system.

ECOSOC is responsible for coordination among UN agencies and programs

and was also home to the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) that

issued overarching rules for MSPs at its eleventh session in 2003. Based on

the Bali Guiding Principles, established during the preparatory process for the

2002 Johannesburg conference, Article 22 of the CSD-11 decision stated that

MSPs should have an added value, be designed in a transparent and account-

able manner, be consistent with national laws and international frameworks, be

publicly announced, and that their lead partner should inform the involved coun-

tries about the initiation and progress of the partnership.Article 23 established
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rules for registering and monitoring of MSPs. ese rules, however, were never

fully implemented as there was neither political will to grant a su ciently strong

mandate nor adequate funding for an e ective follow-up.31

Within the UN Department of Economic and Social A airs (DESA) sev-

eral divisions handle MSPs. e O ce for ECOSOC Support and Coordination

began organizing an annual special event onMSPs in 2008, which became the

informal ECOSOC Partnership Forum in 2013. e o ce also organizes EGMs,

promoting ECOSOC as “uniquely situated to review partnership initiatives or

commitments as well as guidelines and principles for those partnerships in which

theUN system is involved. It can also be the place for a discussion of areas requir-

ing policy guidance, including outcomes of a genuine lessons learned exercise

that would include failures.”32DESA’s Division for Sustainable Development

(DSD) served as the secretariat for the former CSD and its annual Partnership

Fair, and for the Rio+20 Conference and its Partnership Forum.Most of our inter-

view partners were rather disappointed about the output of all these fora in the

past,33 criticizing the showcasing of alleged successes while relying too much on

anecdotal evidence instead of systematic and critical evaluations, and missing

the opportunity to also learn from failure. e division now supports the annual

HLPF and organizes its Partnerships Exchange. It also manages the Partnerships

for SDGs database. It issues an annual special report on partnerships.34

e UNO ce for Partnerships (UNOP, established in 2006) is tasked with

supporting partnership initiatives and strengthening systemwide coherence. It

oversees the UN Fund for International Partnerships (UNFIP) that was estab-

lished in 1998 as a trust fund to serve as an interface with the UN Foundation,

which manages the donations from Ted Turner and others. rough Partnership

Advisory and Outreach Services, UNOP sta assist non-UN institutions in deal-

ing with UN procedures and in their design of programs and projects. During

our interview, UNOP sta pointed out that the UNmember states should set the

agenda and UNOP can then bring potential partners together and support the

building of MSPs, but that the UN cannot and should not governMSPs. Other

interview partners also stated that UNOP should concentrate on training and

capacity building.

e Executive O ce of the Secretary-General handles the Secretary-Gen-

eral’s partnership activities. Former Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon launched

several partnerships. “EveryWoman Every Child,” for example, has been praised

by some interview partners for having its own IndependentAccountability Panel.

Others have criticized this kind of “global club governance” by a limited number

of players as a major shift from the traditional practice of inclusive multilateral

decisionmaking, raising concerns ranging from lack of accountability to conflict

of interest.35Another former Secretary-General, KofiAnnan, was a driving actor

in the establishment of systemwide “Guidelines on Cooperation Between the

United Nations and the Business Sector” in 2000, revised in 2009 and again in

2015.36 ese provide general rules for UN-business relations, referring also to
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the UNHuman Rights Council’s “Guiding Principles on Business and Human

Rights,” and are amended by individually established guidelines within many

UN agencies.

e Global Compact O ce (GCO) works with business partners on imple-

menting the ten principles of the compact (on human rights, labor, the environ-

ment, and anticorruption) and also supports the establishment of MSPs.37 e

GCO attempts to build capacities, for example, through the online UN-Business

Action Hub, publications, or webinars. e GCO facilitates the UN System Pri-

vate Sector Focal Points meetings, thereby fostering interagency coordination

on UN-business interaction. Most UN agencies and programs set up such focal

points and established due diligence procedures; that is, a screening process for

identifying problemswith potential partners, such as violations of coreUNnorms.

e GCO provides assistance, for example, through pooling information once

an external partner has been screened. In our interviews, GCO secretariat sta

confirmed that they will further build an enabling environment, by revamping the

online PartnershipHub and by organizing the Focal PointsNetwork and their own

Local Networks meetings back-to-back to explore opportunities forMSPs in a

more bottom-up fashion. e GCO also surveys the UN system for the Secretary-

General’s biennial report on partnerships. e 2017 version of this report suggests

adopting the GCO’s ten principles as a common partnership standard and safe-

guard against reputational risk.38 Some member states, however, pointed out

that those principles have not been intergovernmentally agreed on and that they

predate the SDGs.

In 2009, an audit report of the UN O ce of Internal Oversight Services

(OIOS) found that a more comprehensive framework to guide, monitor, and

oversee partnerships is required and that clear criteria for entering into MSPs,

guidelines, and monitoring tools need to be determined.39 In our interviews, (for-

mer) UN sta pointed out that there was neither political will to create strong

institutions nor a mandate for a rigid follow-up after the 2002 Johannesburg

conference—and that this might have been a mistake. In fact, already back in

2002,Annan proposed to establish a PartnershipO ce by e ectivelymerging the

GCO and UNFIP. Instead, with the creation of UNOP, the institutional overlap

remained unresolved and a 2010 Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) report opted again

for a merger.40

In 2013, Ban proposed the founding of a new Partnership Facility.41 It was

supposed to fulfill four functions: ensure accountability, integrity, and trans-

parency; provide common partnership support services; create a partnership

focal point network; and support and backstop multistakeholder initiatives.As

such, it would have replaced UNOP and become the host of UNFIP and, through

the envisaged o ce of an under-secretary-general for partnerships, it was planned

to be linked to the Global Compact O ce. e Secretary-General included this

scheme in his proposed program budget for the biennium 2014–2015, with a

total budget of $14.4 million, most of which to be covered by extrabudgetary
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resources and allowing for a sta of twenty-three o cials.42 e proposal lists a

number of benchmarks, including a minimum of 110 multistakeholder partner-

ship programs implemented through UN entities in-country and over $1.2 billion

channeled through the UN system.43 e proposal also refers to accountability

and transparency of partnerships and metrics for evaluating and measuring their

impacts.

Member states, however, did not approve of the new facility. By mid-2015,

Banwithdrew his proposal.44Our interview partners di ered in their assessments

of why it failed. Most of them noted that the politics and the process were flawed.

Before proposing the facilitywith the budget to theAdministrative andBudgetary

Committee, it would have been advisable to build agreement among member

states about its strategic vision and functions, structure, and (sizable) budget.

Some pointed out that UN entities value their independence and do not want to be

integrated. Others mentioned that somemember states did not want the facility to

be under the Secretary-General’s o ce as they preferred a state-led institution,

and some NGO representatives did not want it at all because they feared undue

private sector influence.Yet other interview partners hinted at personal quarrels

between those involved. Last but not least, all agreed that member states did not

want to provide additional funding.

ReformingUNMetagovernance in theWake of the 2030Agenda
To establish a more ambitious UNmetagovernance of MSPs (i.e., to introduce or

adapt rules pertaining to these MSPs at the UN level) requires intergovernmental

agreement. Pointing at the lack of e ective overarching rules for and the failure

of manyMSPs, the majority of our interview partners felt that a more e ective

UNmetagovernance would be desirable. Most agreed that reforms are necessary

and past attempts have not been su cient. While we do not yet see consensus

among member states, the UN community continues to deliberate reform ideas

regarding: (1) registration and reporting; (2) guidance; and (3) review.

Registration and Reporting
e outcome document of the 2012 Rio+20 conference, “ e FutureWeWant,”

calls inArticle 283 for an Internet-based registry for voluntary commitments,

including MSPs, which “should make information about the commitments fully

transparent and accessible to the public, and it should be periodically updated.”

DESAfirst published a temporary registry and upgraded this to the Partnerships

for SDGs online platform and registry ahead of the 2015 UN Sustainable Devel-

opment Summit, followed by an extended update in March 2016.All registered

initiatives were asked to provide voluntary periodic reports on their activities.

To this end, DESA provides a questionnaire along with specific, measurable,

achievable, resource-based, time-bound deliveries (SMART) criteria. e new

registry works with a tra c light system, indicating whether a partnership has
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handed in a progress report (green), has not done so for a year (yellow), or has

not done so for two consecutive years (red). Despite these improvements, many

of our interview partners were wary about the usefulness of such registries. ey

pointed toward the failures with the old CSD database, most importantly the lack

of resources for proper maintenance and of governmental backing for tightening

reporting requirements. Our interview partners hinted at the fact that member

states do not want to delist nonreporting initiatives as they are eager to see high

numbers.

Guidance
UNdocuments and our interviews have indicated that there is openness to upgrad-

ing metagovernance of MSPs, especially regarding guidance. Most participants

of the 2016 EGMs and many of our interview partners agreed that the UN should

develop principles and guidelines for UN-related MSPs. Some of them explic-

itly referred to the existing CSD-11 principles and suggested they should be

revised by the General Assembly, ECOSOC, or the HLPF, or their content be

used together with existing UN norms and standards to come up with new base-

lines and criteria.45Other UN reform processes also pick up on the issue. In the

context of the ECOSOCdialogue on the longer-term positioning of theUNdevel-

opment system, for example, a 2016 paper by the Independent Team ofAdvisers

(ITA) calls for harmonized rules that are simplified and flexible, and systemwide

delivery support for MSPs with standardized procedures, including a uniform

framework for identifying and assessing risks as well as a systemwide review

process with measurable and verifiable performance indicators.46 Similarly, the

2016 report of the Secretary-General on the Quadrennial Comprehensive Policy

Review (QCPR) recommends developing “a system-wide approach to partner-

ship that includes common principles, standards and guidelines to ensure that

partnership policies and practices with all players are coherent and aligned with

the values and purposes of the United Nations.”47

Several interview partners, especially those working directly with or even

within the UN, pointed at the need to have intergovernmental backing and a man-

date for such reforms. However, there is neither consensus among member states

about the scope of reforms, nor agreement on how to best implement them.Mem-

ber states are therefore looking for best practices. e 2016 EGM, for example,

discussed theWorld Health Organization (WHO) Framework of Engagement

with Non-StateActors (FENSA). is metagovernance framework was adopted

by theWorldHealthAssembly in 2016 to strengthen theWHO’s engagementwith

NGOs, private sector entities, philanthropic foundations, and academic institu-

tions while protecting theWHO’s work from reputational risks, potential conflict

of interest, and undue influence. It comprises a set of rules for four types of non-

state partners, an online register, a process for due diligence, a guide for sta , and

a process and institutions for implementation.Another metagovernance frame-

work for MSPs was established by the Small Island Developing States (SIDS).
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In September 2014, delegates set up “a partnership framework to monitor and

ensure the full implementation of pledges and commitments through partner-

ships.”48 It includes a Steering Committee, an annual partnership dialogue, and a

standardized reporting template.

Review
All of our interview partners agreed that the international community should

be able to distinguish successful MSPs from failures. For this, the UN needs

capacities to systematically review which of these initiatives merit public sup-

port for scaling up and which should be eliminated because they are “zombie

partnerships” that absorb resources without making a meaningful contribution.49

Several of our interview partners pointed out that the UN should focus on the

review of UN-related MSPs only (i.e., not all registered MSPs) since the UN has

limited capacities.While reviews should incentivize and reward front-runners,

most interview partners wanted them to also address gaps and challenges.

Many interview partners referred to the High-Level Political Forum on Sus-

tainable Development in this context.50According to its mandate, the HLPF is to

provide “political leadership, guidance and recommendations” and to “follow

up and review progress in the implementation of sustainable development com-

mitments.”51 Resolution 67/290, moreover, stipulates that the HLPF’s reviews

“shall provide a platform for partnerships.”52 Since this is not further specified,

there is room for interpretation. In July 2016, DESA-DSD in collaboration with

UNOPorganized the first Partnership Exchange (PX), a one-day event in parallel

to the HLPF. e idea is to share information on SDG-related partnerships. In

2016, more than twenty-fiveMSPs presented their initiatives.While DESAsta

stressed that this should not just be a place to showcase partnerships, there was

not much critical debate. Other UN sta emphasized that it is crucial to discuss

MSPs in an integrated way and not in parallel to intergovernmental meetings,

as this has proven to be unhelpful in the past. Earlier reports suggested that the

HLPF should be able to commission independent third-party reviews.53During

our interviews, UN sta proposed established instruments as more “realistic”

options such as Expert GroupMeetings, Learning Centers, or an HLPF afternoon

session.

Given the failure of the attempt to establish a central Partnership Facility,

most of our interview partners preferred to design the HLPF’s partnership plat-

form in a decentralized fashion. Several interviewees took up the notion of the

HLPFas akindof “apexbody” todiscuss the results of variousvoluntary thematic,

regional, and national reviews at an aggregate meta level. Most of our interview

partners saw a need for a solid preparatory process for reviewingMSPs’contribu-

tions at the HLPF.54 Some suggested that UN entities should be asked to review

“their” MSPs and report on the results. Accordingly, the General Assembly’s

2016 QCPR resolution “calls upon the entities of the UN development system

to share knowledge and best practices in partnership approaches with a view to
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improving transparency, coherence, due diligence, accountability and impact.”55

e Global Compact O ce is seeking a mandate to compile data on UN enti-

ties’ partnership activities in a new single repository and to prepare an annual

systemwide report onMSPs’contributions toward the SDGs.56 e ECOSOC

Bureau, seeing the primary responsibility for governmental oversight over UN-

ledMSPs with ECOSOC, suggests that the ECOSOC Partnership Forum should

review the findings of such evaluations.57UN sta suggested an extension of the

ECOSOC Partnership Forum to involve more meeting days and to open it up to

engage a broader range of stakeholders, also creating a “safe space” for MSPs

and their partners to discuss failures and challenges.

Some of our interview partners wanted to see more focus on strengthen-

ing national-level metagovernance. Several NGO representatives supported

in-country multistakeholder platforms with built-in accountability mechanisms.

e NGO World Vision was the only actor among our participants that also

developed specific suggestions for MSPs in fragile situations. Together with

the Partnering Initiative, they recommended using national platforms to deter-

mine howMSPs need to be designed to meet the needs of the most vulnerable.58

Interview partners from within the UNDevelopment Group pointed at the so-

called Mainstreaming, Acceleration and Policy Support (MAPS) approach to

foster national-level MSPs, working through the UN country teams and resident

coordinators. ey suggested that a harmonized format for conducting reviews

of UN-basedMSPs at the national level could be issued through the Chief Execu-

tivesBoard forCoordination, theUNDevelopmentGroup’s reviewof operational

activities, or the UN resident coordinator system.

A2015 DESA report states, “Few partnerships engage in adaptive manage-

ment, and even fewer will share negative news about their work.”59 erefore,

some of interview partners, largely those closer to business, preferred a platform

onMSPs outside of the UN. Only then would a truly open, innovative, and criti-

cal assessment be possible, which would also allow for analyzing failure cases.

For this to be successful, a representative of a member state suggested that an

independent multistakeholder body should convene such a platform (endorsed

by the UN), that involved stakeholders should decide about the agenda (not the

UN), and that independent research institutes should participate. Results could

be channeled back to the UN via a high-level panel with members serving in

their personal capacity. To further incentivize a high degree of openness, another

interviewee pointed out that a di erent perspective on failure is necessary, as an

opportunity for learning and improving.

Other interview partners opted against any form of UN metagovernance.

ey pointed at the unwanted e ects of formulating binding rules for a large

number of widely di ering MSPs, thus hampering innovation and flexibility.

Again, these actors tended to be close to the business side.A few NGO represen-

tatives indicated that they were not interested in upgrading UNmetagovernance

because they principally disapproved of private sector involvement andMSPs.60
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For them,MSPs were to be avoided or only a second-best option. Instead, they

preferred to strengthen the government’s capacities (e.g., to tax), to increase core

funding for multilateral institutions, and to focus on civil society—or public

sector—driven collaborations. Consequently, these NGO activists also opposed

the UN Partnership Facility. Other NGOs, conversely, demanded that a strong

UNmetagovernance needs to be in place before launching any newMSPs. In our

interviews, they stressed that this should entail a regulatory frameworkwith strict

ex ante criteria, guidelines, due diligence, and impact assessments by an impartial

third entity within the UN system, thereby promoting a “clear separation within

the UN between those that encourage and nurture partnerships and those that

oversee them… to avoid conflict of interest.”61

Conclusion: Toward a Commonbut DecentralizedApproach?
All of our interview partners agreed that there is a need to learn from the past and

to better handle MSPs in the future. However, there was no clear vision of what

an improved UNmetagovernance should look like.We nevertheless found some

patterns.

e majority of our interview partners stated that the UN needs an improved

framework. Most opted for a balanced UNmetagovernance that o ers both the

necessary enabling support for MSPs and the oversight mechanisms for ensur-

ing compliance with core UN norms and accountability for results. While our

interview partners from the business sector mostly concentrated on the former,

those fromNGOs tended to focus on the latter. is is in line with their normative

view ofMSPs and with their assessment of past benefits and risks. Moreover, UN

sta and developing country representatives who depend on external resources

tended to focus on enabling instruments and were hesitant to scare away partners

with ensuring measures.

When asked about lessons learned and success conditions, interviewpartners

confirmed the relevance of a bottom-up, flexible, and context-specific approach

thatMSPs should apply. In linewith that, they suggested thatUNmetagovernance

should not follow a top-down one-size-fits-all design.WorldVision, for example,

proposed using national platforms or community committees to developMSPs

in a participatory way, including local stakeholders and marginalized groups.

Others suggested that the UN could play a facilitative role in these processes,

helping member states to establish national platforms for forging needs-based

and demand-drivenMSPs.According to a 2015 report by the Secretary-General,

countries are increasingly requesting facilitative services from the UN agencies,

shifting their demand from the provision of direct support toward building rela-

tionships between actors from di erent sectors and across several levels.62David

Nabarro, former special adviser on the 2030Agenda, stated that the UN should

not attempt to runMSPs but instead support national governments in building and

steering them—in a bottom-up fashion, “putting people on top.”63 So far, many
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member states are not up to this task.64Accordingly, the 2017 reform report by

Secretary-General Guterres suggests that the reinvigorated resident coordinator

o ces should serve as “country-level hubs for system-wide partnership building”

and a “one-stop shop” for support.65

Overall, regarding the institutional design and tasks of future UNmetagov-

ernance, only a few actors supported “grand design” ideas such as the Partnership

Facility. ere seems to be a tendency to go for a decentralized and task-sharing,

yet coordinated, approach that aims at what may be institutionally and politically

feasible. e Secretary-General’s recent reform proposals mirror this in sug-

gesting to revamp what is already there such as the resident coordinator o ces,

DESA, the Global Compact O ce, and UNOPas “the UN’s global gateway for

partnerships.”66 In 2018, a review of the present operations of UNOP is supposed

to provide more clarity on its reinvigorated setup.

Beyond that, regarding actors’ preferences, we see three groupings: first,

some actors envisioned a strong role for the UNmember states in terms of inter-

governmental oversight. ese actors were either generally critical of MSPs (and

of business partners in particular) or saw theUNas a strictly state-led organization

and feared reputational risks for the UNwhen involving private partners. ey

opted for UN systemwide strict and binding principles and guidelines for MSPs

and for UN-business cooperation in particular. ey believed that part of this

should be a uniform systemof due diligence throughout theUN system.While the

Secretary-General’s “Guidelines on a Principle-basedApproach to the Coopera-

tion Between theUnitedNations and the Business Sector” already call for all this,

these actors insisted on setting up such ametagovernance framework intergovern-

mentally. ere are, however, principle-agent conflicts (between member states

and the UN system) and turf battles (within the UN system) about who should

do what. e GeneralAssembly could provide a broad framework with princi-

ples and guidelines (through its agenda item on Towards Global Partnerships).

ECOSOC’s Operational Activities Segment could serve as an accountability

platform for systemwide performance in relation to the 2030Agenda.

Second, most of our interview partners emphasized that the UN’s metagov-

ernance should more modestly focus on guidance instead of steering MSPs in

a top-down fashion. ey believed that the UN should be working with harmo-

nized principles and guidelines, a systemwide support system, using a registry,

reports, and reviews to identify best practices and gapswithin theUN system, and

supporting member states in working with MSPs. Most member states tended

to opt for a “risk-managed approach as opposed to a risk-averse one,” to “bal-

ance between nurturing and monitoring partnerships,” and to limit reporting and

bureaucracy costs.67All actors criticized the UN’s current ad hoc approach to

review and learning based on anecdotal evidence. At the same time, most of

our interview partners cautioned against overburdening the UN in general and

the HLPF in particular, pointing at the low capacity of the UN to matchmake,

orchestrate, and coordinate, monitor, and reviewMSPs. Nevertheless, we found
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that those member states that cover larger parts of the UN budget tended to shy

away from anymeasures with “budgetary implications”—it is unlikely that this

will improve in the near future.

ird, some interview partners criticized the UN for its politicized debates,

the turf wars, and its inability to engage in open discussions about di culties and

failures. Indeed, learning from failure was repeatedly mentioned as a necessary

element for improving the performance of MSPs, yet existing UNmechanisms

appear to mostly result in mere showcasing of success stories. For that reason,

some of those interviewees argued for establishing a multistakeholder institution

outside the UN. Earlier attempts to build such private forms of metagovernance

for SDG-related partnerships, however, found it di cult to obtain the necessary

resources.68

With Guterres’s reform proposals on the table, the debate about the UN’s

metagovernance for partnerships gains traction. e details on how to best imple-

ment reforms, however, remainpolitically contested. is also shows in the run-up

to the negotiations on the 2018 “TowardsGlobal Partnerships” resolution.69 Posi-

tions tend to be rooted in principled support or opposition toMSPs, budgetary

concerns, domain interests, and turf battles—an observation in line with our ini-

tial propositions. Given this lack of consensus, the future UNmetagovernance

for partnerships risks lacking coherence and stringency, opening room for further

critical debate about multistakeholderism.Without clear political guidance, it is

hard to imagine that the UN can foster truly transformative partnerships for the

SDGs.
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